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Abstract—Fog computing, which performs on network edges,
is a front-end distributed computing archetype of centralized
cloud computing. Mobile Fog is a special purpose computing
prototype, which leverages the mobile computing to deliver
seamless and latency-aware mobile services.
Offloading
computation in mobile Fog is challenging because of the
spatiotemporal resource requirements of heterogeneous mobile
devices. In this paper, we propose reinforcement learning based
code offloading mechanism to ensure low-latency service delivery
towards mobile service consumers. We use the distributed
reinforcement learning algorithm to offload basic blocks in a
decentralized fashion to deploy mobile codes on geographically
distributed mobile Fogs. We simulate the proposed prototype
using OMNeT++ considering fluctuated resources of mobile Fog
and varied service demands of mobile users. The proposed
method significantly reduces the execution time and latency of
accessing mobile services while ensuring lower energy
consumption of mobile devices.

CloneCloud [14] proposed a solution of offloading
computation in cloud servers by introducing an automatic
application practitioner, which portioned the mobile application
in runtime and deploy it onto device clones in computational
cloud. The communication latency and virtual machine (VM)
formation causes jitter in latency sensitive applications [4].
Fog computing [3][7] introduced by Cisco Systems Inc. to
extend the cloud computing paradigm to the edge of the
network especially for the Internet of Things (IoT) services.
Mobile Fog is the complementary model of Fog computing
especially prototyped for seamless and latency-aware mobile
services. In this research, we propose a system model of mobile
Fog and propose a distributed reinforcement learning method
for offloading computation in mobile Fog.
ThinkAir [13] proposed, a method level computation
offloading mechanism for mobile cloud computing. The
framework has the capability of dynamic adaptation and
dynamic scaling of computational power.
In contrast of above methods, we propose reinforcement
learning based basic block offloading mechanism in mobile
Fog. The proposed scheme is multi-agent based distributed
method for offloading computation in dispersed mobile Fogs.
Offloading computation in mobile Fog is challenging
because of the dynamicity of mobile environment i.e. user
traffics, mobility, network condition, and SLAs of different
services. We consider Markov Decision Process (MDP) to
model such a dynamic environment appropriately. In such a
pulsating discrete event system model the transition
probabilities among different states of Fog nodes are unknown,
thus we formulate and solve the offloading problem using
distributed reinforcement learning [5][15] approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile cloud computing is becoming a popular method for
mobile services e.g. mobile video games, video streaming,
education, social networking, messenger and mobile healthcare
services [1]. As mobile data traffic increases exponentially,
mobile service providers utilize mobile clouds as an effective
way to deliver smooth services. Some of the application
services e.g. image processing and real time translation
services require extensive computation, the resource
constrained mobile devices are not the feasible domiciles to
process those applications, and thus offloading computation in
mobile cloud is a popular solution for smooth delivery of
mobile services. However, data travels a longer hazardous path
from mobile device to mobile cloud during offloading and thus
consumes huge network bandwidth [2]. The cloudlets [4] are
the trusted, resource-rich and nearby computing box to offload
mobile data for extensive processing [17]. Cloudlet is wellconnected to the central cloud through internet and it is
considered within one hop communication range of mobile
devices.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL OF MOBILE FOG
Mobile cloud computing is a data and process offloading
platform of mobile stations to ensure quality services toward
the mobile users. In Fig. 1, we introduce a model of mobile
cloud computing based on the Fog computing [7] model of
Cisco Systems, Inc. In this mobile Fog computing model we
use the hierarchical architecture of LTE (long term evolution)
and Wi-Fi (wireless-fidelity) internetworking reference model
[8].
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as a service (XaaS) of public cloud e.g. to leverage
computational loads, to process latency-insensitive data, to
archive transactional history etc. The mobile Fog can also
interplay with public cloud to deliver cost effective, ubiquitous
and scalable mobile services.

Fig. 1. Mobile Fog based mobile cloud computing service delivery
architecture.

Fig. 2. The code offloading framework of Smart phone.

In this architecture, the mobile Fog is created on the edge of
the networking modules. We consider the access point (AP)
and the access point controller (APC) units as the Fog nodes of
mobile Fog. In addition to its regular responsibilities i.e. local
authentication of mobile stations, the evolved Packet Data
Gateway, (ePDG) module acts as the root of the mobile Fog
and responsible for inter Fog communication. In other words,
ePDG is the collaboration unit of the mobile Fog which resides
in Evolved Packet Core (EPC). In this architecture, AP is not
only responsible for providing connections between mobile
stations (STA) and IP networks but also having sufficient
storage, processing, I/O and networking capability to provide
mobile cloud services e.g. IaaS, PaaS, and NaaS etc. We
consider IEEE 802.11 WLAN interface between STA and AP,
and IEEE Ethernet interface between AP and APC.
Similar to the AP, the APC is not only responsible for
communication handovers but also responsible for code block
migration to support stations mobility in mobile cloud and
having sufficient storage, processing, I/O and networking
capability to provide mobile cloud services as well. The
upward and downward entities are interfaced with IEEE
Ethernet interfacing standards. In Fig.1, the Fog enabled AP
and APC are symbolized as F-AP and F-APC. The 3GPP AAA
(3rd generation partnership project’s authentication,
authorization and accounting server) is responsible for global
authentication of mobile stations of a mobile Fog through
EAP-AKA (Extensible authentication protocol-authentication
and key agreement) over IKEv2 (Internet key exchange
protocol version 2) as obtaining authentication vector from
home subscriber server (HSS) unit of LTE network. We
assume the Diameter as the AAA protocol in our mobile IPbased networks [8]. The P-GW (Packet data network gateway) enables packet data network (PDN) access for user
equipment’s (UE) or STAs and also responsible for inter ePDG
virtual machine (VM) migration in mobile Fog computing.
Public cloud is the traditional service delivery network of
scalable, ubiquitous and pay-as-you-go services which can be
accessed through internet from static and mobile devices [14].
If necessary, the mobile Fog can utilize the required everything

III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED CODE OFFLOADING IN
MOBILE FOG
We discussed the architecture of mobile Fog in section II,
in this section we discuss the approach of offloading
computation in mobile Fog. We use basic block [11] migration
policy through mobile agents for offloading code from resource
constrained mobile stations to resource richer mobile Fog.
A. Code offloading framework of Smart devices
The code offloading framework of smart devices is
presented in Fig. 2 where the compiler translates the high level
language of applications to machine understandable form. The
front end performs syntax and semantic analysis, and also
generates intermediate codes. The back end of the compiler
generates byte code, groups the independent byte code syntax
to form basic blocks and prepares the flow graph from the
basic blocks as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The flow-graph of the N-queen problem (i.e. the implemented
example for performance analysis) with 6 basic blocks, where register values
of block b1 is used by block b3 and b4. Then register values of block b2 is
used by block b6 and so on. The blocks are grouped into 5 compatible sets i.e.
those blocks are completely independent and feasible for parallel execution. .

We assume that for the first time the application executes
on the host smart device to collect the run time statistics
through execution analyzer module. The execution analyzer
module prepares a table of usage resources and execution time
of each basic block as shown in Fig. 4. The application
manager assigns Application ID, Method ID and Block ID of
each basic block. The execution manager also keeps the record
of average memory usage, CPU utilization and execution
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We deploy multiple mobile agents to find the best suitable
options to offload basic blocks of mobile codes. The mobile
agents will learn from environment and experience by
following DFG (“Dissolution and Formation of Groups”)
algorithm [9][10]. The DFG algorithm is designed for action
selection and learning in multi-agent system.

duration and also number of times the basic block executes in a
single run. Moreover, it also defines a basic block as not
offloadable (i.e. set the offloadable flag 0) if the block requires
dedicated peripherals from the smart devices (e.g. smart
devices camera) during its execution.
The code offloader module is responsible for offloading the
codes to nearby Fog nodes. The availability of Fog nodes are
realized through network manager. It only offloads the
ofloadable basic blocks if necessary. If the average CPU and
memory utilization of the basic block is less than the available
memory and CPU then application manager executes that basic
block on the host smart device. Otherwise it determines the
expected execution time of host processing (i.e. EETH) based
on the available memory and CPU of the host smart device.
Then it also requests F-APC for the expected execution time of
Fog processing (i.e. EETF) based on the available memory and
CPU and link bandwidths of the mobile Fog by sending the
history of CPU and memory usage of hosts while the block
processed initially in the host. Then the code offloader compare
these two expected execution time results i.e. EETH and EETF
and make the offloading decision if EETF < EETH.
Additionally, code offloader performs Breadth First Search
(BFS) on the flow graph of back end compiler and find out the
independent blocks of same depth and offloaded in mobile Fog
for parallel execution.

The mobile agents action space A in case of basic block
offloading in mobile Fog is 1) a1: offload in location L1 2) a2:
offload in location L2 3) a3: offload in location L3 4) a4:
migrate from L1 to L2 5) a5: migrate from L2 to L1 6) a6:
migrate from L1 to L3 7) a7: migrate from L3 to L1 8i) a8:
migrate from L2 to L3 9) a9: migrate from L3 to L2 10 ) a10:
migration within L1. Each individual agent Gi is responsible for
a specific action in our multi agent system. We group the
agents to compete one another following group development
and dissolving strategy of DFG algorithm [10]. A group may
contain a single agent or multiple and each of the agent groups
has a leader agent to manage bidding with other groups to
participate in competition. For example, some agents (a group)
want to deploy a basic block into the local Fog; other group
wants to offload the basic block in a neighboring Fog, these
two groups bidding each other with their capability of
processing the basic block. The independent blocks can be
executed in parallel fashion to reduce the latency of execution
but the dependent blocks should be processed in sequential
order. So, agent’s actions set may become incompatible if
concurrent execution doesn’t support the flow graph of the
mobile applications code.

To support the mobility of both mobile stations and Fog
nodes, the basic blocks are migrated in different nodes within
the same Fog or in neighboring (or distant) Fog. The
communication between two mobile Fogs is controlled by the
ePDG node but offloading and migration performed through
the tunnel between the F-APC nodes to support mobility of the
mobile stations. The basic blocks can be migrated through
ePDG node in a distant mobile Fog also for load balancing and
load sharing purpose.

We consider the state space S of mobile agents as the vector
of storage, processing, and networking bandwidth capability of
Fog nodes. So, the state space can be represented as S={s1, s2,
…, sn} where si=(memi, cpui, bandi ), i = 1 … n. In our
considered environment, a particular agent doesn’t have the
knowledge of global state space i.e. state spaces of all other
mobile Fogs; the agent only has the knowledge of local state
space. The agents can communicate and collaborate with each
other to offload basic blocks in a best suitable Fog node.

B. Basic Block Offloading through Distributed Reinforcement
Learning
Mobile Fogs are geographically distributed to serve mobile
stations from their close proximity. The dynamicity of resource
requests from various mobile stations, applications and users
motivated us to apply reinforcement learning algorithm for

C. Action Selection
In section III (B), we already mentioned that an individual
agent is responsible for a specific action. For example, we can
consider the agents of the mobile Fog L1 as a group and an
agent is responsible for placement of basic block in F-APC,
another agent is responsible for placement of basic block in FAP1, and another agent is responsible for placement of basic
block in F-AP2, and also the responsible agent of F-APC as the
leader of this group. The group leader announces a bid Bi,j to
deploy a set of compatible basic blocks in location L1
considering his member agents estimated capability Ei, j[9].
(1)
,   ∗ ,   ∗ ,
Here, i and j represent the agent and state respectively, α is a
small constant called the risk factor of the estimation and β is a
small random number called the noise factor to escape from
local minima. We consider the estimated response time to
process the block as the estimated capability. To determine the
estimated response time to process the basic block we apply
queuing theory to analyze queue status of each of the Fog
nodes (i.e. F-APC and F-AP). We assume M/M/1/K queuing
model i.e. each of the Fog nodes has a single server, the

Fig. 4. The basic block-wise resource usage history of an application for a
single run.

resource provisioning [6] of mobile Fog. The distributed nature
of mobile Fog also inspired us to apply distributed
reinforcement learning for mobile code offloading. We have
three different options to offload codes 1) the mobile Fog in
close proximity of mobile stations, L1 2) the adjacent mobile
Fog (or distant mobile Fog) to handle mobility and load
balancing issues, L2 3) the remote public cloud to manage
huge traffic and computing requirements, and archiving, L3.
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maximum number of blocks it can process is K including one
under service, the arrival rate ϕ of processing request follows
Poisson distribution, and the service time µ follows
Exponential distribution i.e. inter-arrival and service time
follows memoryless property. According to the queuing theory
[12] the expected response time E[T] of a Fog node in L1 is:
 



D. Credit Assignment
Credit assignment is the policy to pass the rewards to
former winner group or agent to set up the environment. The
bucket-brigade model is followed to assign credits to the
predecessor. Let the agent i is the currently active (winner) on
state space sj and agent k is its immediate predecessor, which
was active at state space sl. According to bucket-brigade
policy, agent i reduces it’s Ei, j by a fraction of the risk factor α
and adds the external reward as in (8). We define the
fulfillment of the service level agreement (SLA) as the external
reward and SLA violation as the punishment as in (9). Finally,
agent k receives credit from agent i according to (10).

(2)

( )

Where, E[N] is the expected number of blocks on the Fog
node as in (3). The steady-state distribution or stationary
probability of finding K blocks on the queue is PK, and the
probability of busy Fog node is ρ.
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If the group leader considers to deploy a basic block in
location L2 , that is in adjacent or remote mobile Fog then we
can model the queuing problem as M/M/c/K, where c is the
number of servers in other Fogs. The expected response time
E[T] of a Fog node in L2 is:
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E. Grouping and Dissolution of Agents
In a multi-agent system, agents are responsible for different
actions. Compatible action set depends on compatible agents
grouping. Groups are not always fixed, based on the usefulness
and performance of any agent in a group, the agent may change
its group. The performance metric we consider in agent
grouping is the gliding mean of estimated response time Ei, j of
last v episodes as in (11).


,

(5)



∈
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(11)

Where, ∈ is the last episode, (τ+1) is the actual episode, i and j
represents the agent and state respectively.
According to the determined gliding mean we find out the
agents which performance are degraded over time or which are
stagnant by (12), where σ is the cooperation factor. These
agents are the units called ready to cooperate to form in groups
in their activity context.
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Now, using the values of Ei, j different agent group, say {a1,
a5, a7, a10}, {a2, a4, a9}, and {a3, a6, a8} determine their bidding
values according to (1). The agent group with maximum
bidding value becomes the winner (active) and performs the
action.
,    max {,  }

,

,  , ≤ 

(8)

Here, δ is weight factor of reward and RSPreq is the required
response time to maintain SLA. The assigned credit, which
represents the excellence of agent’s action, is used in group
formation as shown in Algorithm 1.

Where, the probability of zero basic blocks on the queue P0,
and the utilization factor ρ. Here, L1,3 is the communication
latency between L1 and L3.
Thus the estimated response time Ei, j can be formulated as in
(6), which can be considered as the initial estimation of DFG.

, 

∗

, 

,  ,   ∗ ,

Where, expected queue length E[Q] of a mobile Fog in L2,
and steady-state distribution or stationary probability of finding
K blocks on the queue PK, and the probability of busy Fog node
ρ. Here, L1,2 is the communication latency between L1 and L2.
If the group leader considers to deploy a basic block in location
L3, that is in public cloud, we can model the queuing problem
as M/M/c/α, where c is the number of servers in public cloud,
and unlimited buffer size. The expected response time E[T] of
a cloud node in L3 is:
  

∗

,  , −  ∗ ,  

,  

ν

≤  ∗ ,

(12)

The procedure of group formation and group dissolution are
presented in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 respectively. Agents
compatibility is maintained in group formation because
incompatible agents may performed incompatible actions.
Group dissolution is also necessary to overcome agents from ill
bindings or incompatible group formation. If the gliding mean
of a group is below the minimum level, the group is dissolved
by its group leader as shown in Algorithm 2.
We presented the algorithmic steps of basic block offloading in
mobile Fog through multi-agent based distributed
reinforcement learning approach, which is developed upon the
basis of DFG algorithm. The appropriate sequence of actions to
offload basic blocks by considering environmental states will
learn by the agents through repeated execution of Algorithm 3.

(7)
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Fig. 3. The resource usage history of the N-queen problem is
also presented in Fig. 4, where the value of N is 4.

Algorithm 1: Group_Formation( int q )
1. Determine the ready to cooperate set U
2. While U ≠ {∅}
3. Find Ui of ,  max {, : ( ) ∈ } and announce
cooperation offer to other units.
4. Receive cooperation response from compatible Ul units.
5. Among the compatible Ul units, choose the maximum q
units of Uk as
,  max {, : ( ) ∈  ()}
6. Define Ui as the leader of the group.
7. Update U = U \ {Ui, Uk} ∀∈ ()
8. End While

Table 1: Simulation
corresponding values

setup

with

parameters

and

Nodes
Mobile stations

Parameters
Values
Total number
30
Memory per node
1 GB
Processor
900MHz
Connection BW
100 Mbps
Fog nodes
Total number
8
Memory per node
16 GB
Processor
1.6 GHz
Connection BW
1 Gbps
Average hops from 2
mobile station
Cloud node
Total number
1 of 8 VMs
Memory per VM
64 GB
Processor of Each 2.44 GHz
VM
Connection BW
10 Gbps
Average hops from 13
mobile station
We mainly studied the energy consumption and the
response time (with execution time and latency time) of getting
service in three different computing environment i.e. smart
devices, cloud and mobile Fog.

Algorithm 2: Group_Dissolution( )
1. For all group Gi
2. Determine the gliding mean according to (11)
3. If the gliding mean is below the product of dissolution
factor η and initial estimated response time Einit.

, ≤ η ∗ 
4. Free the group members and consider them as in
ready to cooperate set.
5. End for
Algorithm 3: DFG_Fog_Offloading( )
1.

Request receives mobile Fog nodes (F-AP, F-APC) to
offload computation.
2. Read the basic blocks and flow graphs [for processing
requirements] of mobile code.
3. For each set of compatible basic blocks having q block,
perform the following steps.
4.
Mobile agents of fog nodes check their actual
environmental state (mem, cpu, band).
5.
Develop an agents group through Algorithm 1 i.e.
Group_Formation( q ).
6.
Each agent of a group estimate Ei,j according to (6).
7.
The leaders of agent groups determine bidding value
according to (1) and (7) to compete with one another.
8.
The group with maximum bidding value becomes
active (winner) of this episode.
9.
The active agent performs the action accordingly.
10. Receive credits by adjusting estimates and external
rewards.
11. End For
12. Dissolve groups through Group_Dissolution( ).

Fig. 5. The log-normal response times of benchmark N-queen problem. We
present the simulation results with 5 to 8 numbers of queens. Beyond 8
queens are not suitable to execute on smart phone because of longer
execution time and up to 4 queens puzzle are not suitable for computation
offloading because of low computational load.

Fig. 5 shows that smart devices takes longer time to process
the benchmark application, whereas the mobile Fog takes
shorter time to place the Queens on the board. The cloud also
takes less time to process the solution because of the execution
power of cloud servers. Fig. 6 shows the energy consumption
break downs of different computing environment. Without
offloading data the processor, display unit and other peripherals
of smart devices consumes huge energy. In contrast cloud and
Fog can compute without display and with low power
consumption unit. Fog consumes lowest energy because of the
closest proximity of Fog nodes reduce the radio energy
consumption. The response time of remote cloud is always

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of mobile Fog is evaluated through
simulation using OMNeT++. In our simulation topology, we
connect two adjacent mobile Fogs each having one F-APC Fog
node and three F-AP Fog nodes. Both of the Fog nodes are
connected to the cloud node with eight VMs. The simulation
parameters are presented in Table 1. To analyze the
performance of mobile Fog we simply off some nodes and
restart again when necessary. The flow graph of our studied
benchmark application i.e. N-queen problem is presented in
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continue our works on virtualization, mobility, privacy and end
user issues of mobile Fog computing.

higher than the response time of mobile Fog because mobile
Fog is nearer to the mobile stations and remote cloud is
generally far from the mobile devices. Another important
aspect of our proposed basic block offloading mechanism is the
ability of parallel execution.
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